with Peter Rob

Sat / 7am – 7:00pm / MAY 28 / REGISTER BY: May 20
Noncredit / CRN 38024 / NONC F001, N02
Sat / 7am – 7:00pm / June 4 / REGISTER BY: May 27
Noncredit / CRN 38025 / NONC F001, N03

Sat / 7am – 7:00pm / June 11 / REGISTER BY: June 3
Noncredit / CRN 38023 / NONC F001, N01

Cost: $45 (each field trip is a separate fee – you can sign up for one, two or all three trips)

Birders flock to Nome each summer. What's all the twitter? Find out during two all-day field trips. You'll get a great overview of area birds and learn skills to enhance your future birding outings. Field trip destinations to be announced but it is expected that each trip will take participants along a different route (Council, Kougarok, Teller roads) depending on road conditions and migration patterns. These are day-long trips with no facilities along the way so be prepared for all manner of weather and bring plenty of food and water.

Peter Rob is a long time resident and observer of birds in Northwest Alaska. Pete is an outdoor enthusiast and he knows all the right places to search for birds on the Seward Peninsula.